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Abstract. We compare results from the CMAQ photochemical model for mercury deposition in Florida with measurements from 2009 associated with the Florida Mercury TMDL project, with focus on the question: can model predictions for the impact of local versus global emissions be validated versus measurements? Model wet deposition shows reasonable agreement with measurements, and the lack of variation between sites in Florida in both model and measurements is consistent with the model prediction for limited impact from local sources. Local sources have a larger impact on dry deposition. However, the model overestimates ambient RGM by a factor of 10 versus measured values.
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Introduction

Wet deposition of mercury (Hg) in the U.S. is significantly higher in Florida than many locations elsewhere, despite the fact that emissions are higher in the midwestern U.S. Deposition of mercury in Florida is of concern especially because elevated levels of mercury have been found in Florida freshwater lake ecosystems, including fish caught for human consumption. In order to respond to this environmental hazard it is necessary to address the question: to what extent is mercury deposition sensitive to local emissions in Florida as opposed to the global cycle of mercury?

Methods

Here, we report results from a multiscale photochemistry-transport model used to evaluate the sources of mercury deposition in Florida, in comparison with measurements from the Florida TMDL during the year 2009. The model is the EPA Community Multiscale Air Quality model (CMAQ), including gas and aqueous-phase photochemistry for ozone and related species, chlorine, sulfate, nitrate, mercury and several other trace metals. CMAQ has been used to simulate nested horizontal grids with horizontal resolution ranging from 35 km for a domain representing the entire US to 4x4 km for a domain covering the state of Florida, and with background concentrations supplied by the ECHMERIT global model. A tagging system has been developed that traces model mercury from 14 source categories and is used to identify sensitivity to emissions from sources in Florida and elsewhere, including the global background.

Results and Discussion

Model results predict that Florida emissions account for a relatively small fraction of mercury wet deposition even at urban locations near emission sources (Figure 1). Local emissions account for 25% of annual wet deposition at Davie (in the Miami-Fort Lauderdale metropolitan area) and just 12% during the summer rainy season. This contrasts with the measurement-based analysis by Dvonch et al. (1999) which found that 70% of wet deposition during summer was attributed to local emission sources. Local emissions have been decreased by at least a factor of three since 1996 when the Dvonch et al. measurements were made. The model predicts that Florida emissions account for a larger fraction of dry deposition (58% at Davie) and that dry deposition is comparable to wet deposition in magnitude. However, Florida emissions account for a much smaller amount of both wet and dry deposition at rural sites (less than 2% at
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Fig. 1. Predicted reduction in wet and dry deposition of mercury as a fraction of total wet or dry deposition at seven sites in Florida from the CMAQ model in a scenario with a 50% reduction in mercury emissions from all sources in the state of Florida. Predictions represent the difference between a model base case and an emission reduction scenario. These are compared with the reduction estimate derived from tagged emission sources.

Everglades National Park, and less than 3% for wet deposition and 10% for dry deposition near the cities of Orlando and Pensacola.

Figure 1 also shows an evaluation of the tagging methodology. Predicted reductions in deposition found by comparing a model base case to a model scenario with reduced emissions are compared with the reductions inferred from source tags. Results are similar. The model mercury wet and dry deposition were also found to respond linearly to changes in emission rates for mercury in Florida.

Model wet deposition compares well with measured wet deposition at sites around the state (Figure 2). Annual wet deposition is biased high relative to measurements (+35%), but this is due in part to frequent very light rain events (with less than 1 mm precipitation) in the model during winter months. These events may represent lightly precipitating fog and may not be included in the measurements of wet deposition. During the summer rainy season model wet deposition is biased high by just 7%. Most notably, the model and measurements both show the highest wet deposition (both in absolute terms and in terms of deposition-to-precipitation ratios) at Davie and Everglades National Park sites in southern Florida, even though the model shows near-zero influence from local emissions at Everglades. Site-to-site variations in model wet deposition are broadly consistent with measurements.

However, the model ambient concentrations of mercury differ significantly from measured values. Model elemental mercury (1.4-1.6 ng/m³) is slightly higher than measured values (1.2-1.4 mg/m³) but falls within 20% of measured values. By contrast, model reactive gaseous mercury (RGM, 70 pg/m³ at Davie) exceeds the average measured value (6 pg/m³) by more than an order of magnitude. Model particulate mercury (34 pg/m³ at Davie) also greatly exceeds measured values (2 pg/m³). The measured reactive and particulate mercury also show a strong diurnal cycle with nighttime values lower than daytime values by a factor of 10. No such diurnal variation appears in the model. Previous modeling with CMAQ and REMSAD have shown ambient RGM from 30 to 60 pg/m³, somewhat lower than found here but still much higher than measurements. Previous aircraft measurements have found much higher
ambient RGM (100 pg/m$^3$ at 2000-4000 m.) which is in agreement with both regional and global models (Sillman et al., 2007, Selin and Jacob, 2008). Selin and Jacob also reported that the GEOS_chem global model overestimated ambient RGM in the southwestern US (100 pg/m$^3$ versus 6 pg/m$^3$ measured).

Possible explanations for overestimated RGM in the model include the following: (i) rapid uptake of RGM by sea salt aerosols (Selin and Jacob, 2008) or other aqueous aerosols, which may be followed by deposition; (ii) reduction of RGM to elemental mercury by sulfate aerosols (Seigneur et al., 2006); or (iii) overestimated emission of RGM.

Although model RGM is consistently overestimated, site to site variations are broadly consistent between models and measurements. Model and measured values are both approximately 3 times higher at Davie than at Jacksonville, possibly reflecting the greater impact of local sources at Davie.

The model overestimate for RGM and possible explanations all have implications for the predicted impact of local emissions on deposition. The overestimate suggests that dry deposition of RGM (which is attributed largely to local emissions) may be overestimated. If the overestimate is due to either conversion from RGM to elemental mercury or overestimated emissions, this also suggests an overestimate of the role of local emissions. Alternatively, if RGM is rapidly absorbed by sea salt aerosols and deposited, then the model dry deposition may be correct despite the overestimated RGM. However, the possibility of rapid dry deposition suggests that transport from emission source regions to rural areas may be limited.

Evaluation of the accuracy of model predictions for local influences may be extended by examining correlations between mercury and other species. The model predicts that mercury concentrations in rainwater show no clear correlation with other deposited species. Model mercury concentration in rainwater shows little variation between Davie, Jacksonville and Pensacola while model values for nickel and lead are much higher at Davie due to the impact of local emissions. By contrast, model ambient RGM correlates with NO$_x$ and SO$_2$, reflecting the impact of local sources. These predictions will be tested in comparison with measurements in the future.

**Conclusion**

The dominant role of global processes on mercury wet...
deposition in Florida may have implications for other ecosystems. Elevated wet deposition associated with global cycling of mercury is likely to be replicated in other tropical environments with heavy convective precipitation, including the West Indies and southeast Asia, with possible impacts on local food-producing ecosystems.
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